
EXPLORING NATURE ART

Suggested materials :

*other found  organic materials 

leaves
branches rocks

cones

flowers & plants

pencil & paper

???  what is nature art ???
Nature art is an art practice where 

nature can be the material, the subject 
and/or the place of aesthetic 

intervention. 
Works of this kind are often 

installations that consider the natural 
environment in which they are integrated. environment in which they are integrated. 

The works are generally made with 
materials found in nature. 
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The steps to follow 

1.Here's how you can make a creature from your imagination with elements from nature. First you observe what is 
available in your environment. You can use elements of nature that you will find outside, such as: leaves, twigs, 
rocks, branches, flowers, cones, etc.                                

2.Once you have collected your material, you need to think about what your creature will look like and then find 
its characteristics. To help you design it, you can draw a picture of what you imagine it will look like. Don't forget 
to find a way to assemble the pieces together to get the shape you want!

A)    What shape will its body and head be?
B) What kind of textures or colors do you want to use?B) What kind of textures or colors do you want to use?
C) Does it crawl, walk, fly or swim? 
D) Is it a large or small creature?

3.Now you're ready to begin! Create your creature with the organic material you've collected. Then, answer the 
following questions to get to know your creature better:
A) Where does it come from?
B) Was it born from an egg, a seed, a flower, or some other way?
C) What does it eat?C) What does it eat?
D) What is its favorite activity?
E) What is its habitat: on land, in the water, in the sky? 
F) What are its personality traits?

4.Now that your creature is ready to explore the world at hand, observe how nature will influence it. 
Wind, rain, and heat are some of the factors that may change your creature over time. What changes will nature make 
during its life?

5.5.Name your creature and introduce it to your family, friends and us!
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